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The Australia and New Zealand Army Corps (ANZAC) landing that began the Gallipoli Campaign is often 

given prominence in ANZAC accounts. There are however, many other aspects of the Gallipoli Campaign 

that require more attention. The August Offensive of 1915 saw the most horrific loss of life throughout 

the entire campaign. Battles such as ‘Lone Pine’ and ‘The Nek’ symbolise the “sacrificial bravery in a higher 

cause”(Pedersen, 2014, p.312) that epitomises the legend of the digger itself. Little known is that more than just 

ANZAC and British soldiers fought on the Gallipoli Peninsula. There were soldiers from a wide range of countries 

who made up the Allied forces that performed vital roles which significantly contributed to the running of those 

forces.  Also of paramount importance is the work performed by the nurses of the Australian Army Nursing 

Service (AANS). The absolutely vital work carried out by these nurses ensured that injured soldiers received a high 

standard of care and possibly be sent back to fight or home to continue their lives. The aforementioned experiences 

or events are often given little prominence, but deserve to be acknowledged and recognised. 

By August 1915, ANZAC and Allied forces occupied a mere toehold on the Peninsula and had not advanced for some 

time. During the August Offensive, severe losses were encountered by the ANZACs. The official estimate for the 

month of August is recorded as 2,666 deaths (Source 3: AWM, no author, 1919). According to Garry Sheffield, the 

August Offensive was devised “to break the deadlock on the Gallipoli Peninsula” (Sheffield, 2015, p.58). This is 

corroborated by analysing the initial plans devised by First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill that planned 

for Turkey to be defeated by Allied forces which would quicken the rate of victory. To achieve this, it was planned 

that in August an overwhelming breakout would hopefully see Turkish forces retreat and Allied forces be on the 

march to Constantinople. On the 6th of August, the commanders of the ANZAC forces sent into action their men 

at Gallipoli, to remove Turkish forces from their positions but instead started several days of gruesome fighting 

that was full of hardship, bloodshed and struggle. What made the fighting incredibly hard at Lone Pine was that 

Turkish soldiers had made their trenches into a huge bunker by covering them with pine logs. Once one soldier had 

penetrated the trench, he would probably kill one enemy soldier and then be slaughtered himself, but as the pattern 

progressed, more soldiers swarmed in and so with much bloodshed the trench would be eventually overcome. So 

great were the casualties that Sergeant John Gordon Campbell of the 4th Battalion confided: “Our battalion was 

about 900 strong at the commencement, but when we mustered after being relieved we were just a little over 200 



strong” (Mahony 2014, p.80). As one can imagine, the sight and stench of dead bodies and the haunting wails of 

injured soldiers from opposing forces would have scarred those still alive. Private Leslie James Hallett of the 20th 

Battalion described: “...they were mown down like hay; they can be seen all laying out in front of the trenches where 

we were in” (Mahony 2014, p.88). This is corroborated by pictures taken at Gallipoli in 1919 of large piles of human 

bones of Turkish soldiers that would represent probably 750 Turkish soldiers (AWM, H11907, 1919). What made 

the August Offensive an utter waste was that no victory was gained and Allied forces retreated in December 1915, 

leaving hundreds, if not, thousands of soldiers from both sides dead which makes the August Offensive a subject of 

much controversy and emotional distress. Those who fought for or gave their lives in sacrifice to our country ought 

to be remembered and revered because their effort has ensured the freedom of our nation.

It is common knowledge that ANZAC and British soldiers fought on the Dardanelles, but little prominence is given 

to the soldiers from minority countries who fought alongside ANZAC and British soldiers. According to Garry 

Sheffield, Gallipoli

 “...was a multinational operation, involving troops from the United Kingdom (England, Scotland, 

Wales and undivided Ireland), Newfoundland, British India (including Gurkhas from Nepal), 

France, the French Empire (including North Africans and Senegalese), Russian Jews...as well as 

Australians and New Zealanders, the latter including Maoris” (Sheffield, 2015, p.57). 

This is shown in by original photographs of Indian stretcher bearers carrying wounded patients to safety and the 

care of nurses(Source 6: P01116.055, AWM, 1915). Their sacrifice ensured that wounded soldiers could be rescued 

and sent to nursing care. At the initial landing on the 25th of April, there were “...18,100 in the ANZAC Corps, 16,800 

French and 27,500 British”(Sheffield, 2015, pg.57). Those who were different nationalities were liked very much 

by ANZAC soldiers. Captain Bill Knox wrote: “The Indians (natives) are splendid fellows and the little squat built 

Gurkhas are magnificent”(King, 2014, pg. 239). Although ANZAC forces liked the Indians, the British were not quite 

so open minded. In an age when the British Empire was in its dying days, India was still a colonial outpost and the 

inhabitants were still considered to be inferior beings who did not  deserve recognition or a voice. Thus, many were 

ordered to their inevitable deaths by the British command. By the end of the Gallipoli campaign, many soldiers had 

lost their lives from the Allied side. According to Peter FitzSimons, the list went as follows: “Australia: 8709 dead 

and 19,441 wounded, New Zealand: 2,721 dead, 4,752 wounded, Britain: 21,255 dead, 52,230 wounded, France: 9,829 

dead, 17,175 wounded, India: 1,358 dead, 3,421 wounded, Newfoundland: 49 dead, 93 wounded, Total Allies: 43,921 

dead, 97,112 wounded” (FitzSimons, 2014, pg.686). With so many dead, it was necessary to remember and never 

forget the dead from so many different countries but some peoples had differing religions and differing beliefs 

on burial and death. To memorialise the 20,000 dead soldiers of the British Empire, a grand memorial was built 

to their honour at Cape Helles. Each name represents a once living soldier whose body could not be recognised, 

buried or located. To the glory of their name the memorial stands, forever casting a light on the valleys where much 

blood was spilt. 

Seldom given prominence is the remarkable work and tireless effort performed by the nurses of the AANS. Their 

admirable work gave life to thousands of soldiers which allowed them to return home in a healthy condition or 

return to fighting in the war. The nurses of the AANS entered into the armed forces soon after enlistments were 

being accepted for men of the Australian Imperial Force. According to Peter Rees, “At least 2,498 nurses served 

overseas with the AANS, with around 720 other trained Australian nurses and masseuses serving overseas with 

various allied services in addition to the AANS” (Rees, 2008, pg. xiii). Upon arrival, the nurses would be processed 

into their camp in a ceremony before commencing their work. This is corroborated by a photograph of nurses 

following their piper into their camp at Mudros West(Source 5: A04118, AWM, 1915) At Gallipoli, most of the 
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nurses were located on the island of Lemnos, surrounding islands or in hospital ships that carried soldiers from 

the frontline to a hospital on land. Whilst it is often acknowledged that soldiers saw the most horrific scenes in 

amongst the fighting, nurses saw men who were barely alive, men who were a broken wreck or a barely recognisable 

human being. Despite these scarring sights, the nurses kept their inner feelings and thoughts secret and put on a 

brave face that both reassured and encouraged wounded soldiers in their recovery, providing a beacon of light to 

these hurt souls. Performing their duties in these conditions was very difficult for nurses. A huge problem with the 

3rd General Hospital at Lemnos was that it was understaffed, had too few beds and continually needed supplies 

for medical procedures. It was these frustrating dilemmas that were described by Sister Emily Beatrice Taylor of 

the 3rd Australian General Hospital, “We had not even beds for half of them...we have had two hundred wounded 

in the wards for four days...as it is, some of them have to wait forty eight hours in a dying condition”(Mahony, 

2014, pg. 86). To combat the overwhelming numbers of wounded and dying flooding in, nurses would often spend 

extraordinary amounts of time on duty with no rest or respite. Their dedication and unwavering support given to 

the wellbeing of the wounded soldiers should earn them the name of being an ANZAC.

The enduring legacy of the August Offensive, the supreme sacrifice of multinational diggers and the admirable 

dedication of the Australian Army Nursing Service should be given more prominence in accounts of Gallipoli. For 

it is often the events or experiences that are given the least amount of attention that are vitally important. For 

those who gave their lives, their sacrifice for our freedom shall never be forgotten.
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